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The Oversaturation of The Rainbow
By Ruby Jewell

How does the message of a rainbow impact the
groups it represents?
The impact that it has on the groups it represents can come into conflict
with each other. For example ASDA changed their logo to be a rainbow
during Pride month. The logo redesign was a decision to show support
for the NHS during the lockdown however there was a backlash due to
the timing of the decision. The retailer was accused of Queer erasure and
homophobia. The rainbow infinity symbol has been welcomed by
people in the Autistic community as it removes the controversial puzzle
piece associated with Autism.

Why is the rainbow overused?
From the start of the 2020 Lockdown a lot of organisations have used
the rainbow symbol to give messages to people, however there is notable
context to this. Firstly, it is true that a rainbow is not specific to a
particular group of people. There is usually meaning associated with the
symbol which can be lost if it is used inconsistently. The rainbow is most
commonly used by people who identify as “part of the LGBTQ+
community” e.g. Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Questioning,
Intersex, Ally, Asexual ect.

When did it get so confusing?
Rainbows have historically been used as a symbol to represent different
cultures and communities with many different meanings assigned to
them. In Christianity the rainbow is a promise, in Norse Mythology a
rainbow was a bridge between worlds, in classical civilisations such as
Greece and Rome the rainbow was personified as a Goddess (Iris) and in
Irish Folklore a rainbow can lead to treasure guarded by a Leprechaun.
From this it is easy to see that the rainbow has represented populations
and is a global symbol which can have conflicting meanings.

Who is it for?

In the modern day the rainbow is used by the people of the LGBTQIA+
community.
Where should it be used?
The rainbow flag was invented by Gilbert Baker in 1978 with the
different colours associated with diversity. The colours represent: life
(red) , healing (orange), sunlight (yellow), nature (green) , serenity
(blue) and spirit (purple) . Should the rainbow be confined to one
specific group of people ? There is an argument that the rainbow is a

At the start of the lockdown a campaign to support the NHS began as
they were viewed as workers on the frontline against the CoronaVirus.
The way this was designed used a simple logo design with a rainbow in
addition to this people were instructed to clap for the NHS, this was
expanded to frontline workers, carers and essential workers every
Thursday at 8pm which lasted for 10 weeks.
During this time the shop chain ASDA changed their logo to a rainbow
in support of the NHS. Around this time another ideal was growing, the
neurodiversity movement. Neurodiversity is the idea that people with
autism and other neurological conditions are an essential part of society
as without them everyone would think exactly the same with the aim to

universal symbol of hope and peace and that it should not be given to
only one group, however the rainbow flag has been used for 44 years by
the pride community and has been recognised as their personal symbol
and is on a case by case basis.
What have we learnt?
What we have learnt is that the rainbow is a universal symbol for
everyone that is iconically used by the LGBTQIA+ community and
should be allowed to be, other groups and organisations may use
rainbows however this should be done conscientiously, we should not
use it identically to a pride flag just because it's an easy logo, instead

show that we are all different.

perhaps using something else; an infinity symbol, a circle and various

Although the movement has been around since 1998 it became popular

from being overused and oversaturated.

in 2020 with its logo being a rainbow infinity symbol. This infinite
rainbow has also been known to represent disabilities such as autism as
well as disability as a whole. The rainbow is also a symbol for the LGBT+
(LGBTQIA+) community which has been used since 1979 with other
variations being used throughout the years since Pride month was
introduced. The other use of the rainbow could potentially be negatively
affecting the LGBT+ society as currently they are already exploited by
mass market organisations who change their logos every pride month,
aiming to preach equality when sometimes the organisation is anything
but accepting of people in these groups.

other shapes. The pride flag should stay a pride flag to avoid the rainbow
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‘The Colours Of Misconception’
By Ruby Jewell

😝

{ Spoiler Warning?}
The Disney short “Ferdinand the Bull” is an 8-minute short which tells
the story of a bull who is not well understood and is judged based on the
preconceived idea that he is a vicious creature who will try to win a bull
fight at all costs. Ferdinand is a selectively mute character who is viewed
as too strong for his own good. This however is not the case as Ferdinand
is content with spending his days smelling the flowers under his favourite
tree.

Later in the short Ferdinand and the other bulls are fully grown with the
other bulls still fighting amongst themselves and Ferdinand still
continuing to smell the flowers. When some people arrive looking for a
bull to take part in the bullfighting ring, their attention is drawn to
Ferdinand who had been stung by a bee, due to this he is misinterpreted
as aggressive.
Ferdinand is taken to the bullfighting ring surrounded by crowds and
matadors all of whom are terrified of what he will do to them. The lead
matador enters the ring scared but ready to fight. Ferdinand is calm and
ignores the attention of everybody until flowers are thrown to the
matador. Ferdinand charges at him before reaching the bouquet of
flowers and proceeds to ignore the matador. Ferdinand is returned home
and is allowed to be under his tree and smell his flowers. The colours of
misconception do not define us. Stereotypically a bull is angered by a red
flag, what may be viewed as different to us may not be what it appears to
be.

The story begins with young Ferdinand, his mother and several other
young bulls. Ferdinand is seen smelling the flowers whilst his peers are
acting like normal bulls by butting their heads against each other. His
mother wants Ferdinand to fit in with the others but accepts him for
who he is.

Taking The Time To Stop
By Fergus Sandys-McCormack

Now I'm sure you are wondering exactly how you can be mindful. There
are many ways in which it can be done and it is down to the individual to
find what works for them, but one method is to simply be aware of your

We live in a fast-paced world where everything we could ever need or

breathing. Just completely focusing on breathing in and out and being

want is just a matter of seconds away. From social media to ordering food

fully present in the moment is a great way to be mindful. However, you

to purchasing things online, every aspect of our lives is being made to be

could be mindful of anything; nature, the sky, your steps as you walk.

quicker and quicker. While this may seem like a good thing, it is easy to

The important thing is that you are entirely aware of what you are

forget the importance of taking the time to stop. This is even more

focusing on and that you don't let your mind drift to thoughts about the

relevant with the upcoming exams, which are yet another time-sensitive

past or future. It is easy to see from this that mindfulness doesn't have to

pressure.

be another big thing to fit into your already busy life - it just requires you
to stop thinking about anything except what is going on in that precise

I'm sure many readers are thinking that they don't have the time to

moment.

"stop", that their lives are too busy. But stopping doesn't have to take up
lots of time, it could just involve making a few small changes to how you

But what are the benefits of being mindful? Mindfulness can reduce

go about your everyday life. And these changes could actually help to

stress and anxiety, enhance performance, decrease depression and even

create more time for the things you enjoy.

improve physical health. Furthermore, the actual act of being mindful
can be enjoyable in itself and allow you to reconnect with yourself and

One way in which you can take a break from the non-stop pressures of

the world around you.

life is by being mindful. The Cambridge Dictionary definition of
mindfulness is "the practice of being aware of your body, mind and

So maybe on your journey to college, or while you eat your lunch, or at

feelings in the present moment, thought to create a feeling of calm".

any other time in the day, why not clear your mind of distractions and

Basically, mindfulness is being aware in the moment. At first, this may

just live in the moment?

seem like something you do all the time anyway, but take a moment to
think about how often you are distracted by a notification on your
phone, or something that is happening the next day, or your attention is
divided between multiple different things. There are probably very few
times at which you are truly present in the moment.
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by day but ruthless hooligan by night. Alex is genuinely unsettling

A Clockwork Orange
By Charlie Potter

(maybe a little bit too far for my personal taste during the first act) yet
charismatic and well-mannered that it seems unusual for the character.
The character arc that brews from beginning to end certainly mutates
with a clear change, alternatively it might form out a bit too rapidly.
Overall, I found his performance to be gravitating, believable and
proactive, which tenaciously carries the film.
Furthermore, the set design that can be seen throughout the film is
pretty simplistic yet alluring with wide open spaces to focus on the
characters when a dynamic action or an important plot beat is taking
place. Light vibrant colours are scattered in the props and costume
design that contain tangerine-oranges, scarlet-reds and teal-turquoises
that really construct pleasing visuals which contrast with areas of white
effectively. On the other hand, even though a scene utilises light to
highlight the main characters, I do wish that dramatic lighting was
applied more within the cinematography.
To summarise my overall opinion of the crime drama, I would say that
it’s a compelling piece of critique towards the anarchy from the youth
that remains timeless and more important than ever. In addition, the
character arc for ‘Alex’ is in a mostly slow pace that feels neutral and is
straight-forward for the audience to follow. Even though I wanted the
world building of chaotic hooligans, and a few more issues, to be

For this section, it will be writing out my personal review towards ‘A
Clockwork Orange’. Before I do that here’s a bit of info, this motion
picture is a dystopian crime film directed by Stanley Kubrick and it was

explored more, I am pleased that I’ve seen this film mainly due to the
cinematography and Malcolm McDowell’s depiction of the ruthless
protagonist.

distributed in the year of 1971. It is based upon Anthony Burgess' novel
released in 1962 of the same name with both the book and film being
commentary towards young gangs, violence and controversial social
subjects that may construct a possible future for the United Kingdom.
To begin things off, I would like to discuss Malcolm McDowell’s
performance as the wrathful protagonist ‘Alex’ who is a mummy’s boy

Breaking Bad: Yellowing the Meth
Industry
By Dylan Evans

When traversing the colour wheel the first colour is the Primary Colour
Red. Typically red can embody energy, passion and danger. In Breaking
Bad it represents: blood, death and the criminal underworld. The most

Breaking Bad, fundamentally, is a show about change. How people can

apparent uses of Red in the show are: the "super-lab" (s3e5) Walt and

change and how this change affects those around them. Breaking Bad's

Jesse cook in for Gus Fring, the red mug (s5e16) that acts as a conduit for

story is fundamentally simple: Walter White, a chemistry teacher,

Walt's poisoning and murder of Lydia, and the red shirt (s3e13) Jesse

discovers that he has cancer and decides to get into the meth-making

wears when he kills Gale Boetticher. A scene that uses red predominantly

business to repay his medical debts. His priorities begin to change when

in a character's wardrobe is in Walt's "I am the danger" speech. In this

he partners with Jesse Pinkman. Even with a simple premise the show

scene (s4e6) Walt threatens and intimidates his wife Skyler with

manages to masterfully construct a story of relationships and how they

grandiose claims of his power which serve only to feed his self confidence

transform. This is done through its dialogue, cinematography and

and ego. In this scene Walt removes a red shirt to reveal a much deeper

symbolism, but it is also a story reflected in colour. Colour Theory has

shade of red beneath, displaying how below his imposing demeanour

been used predominantly throughout the history of literature and

there is no good, only darker evil.

filmmaking, such as Gold in The Great Gatsby and Oranges in The
Godfather. However, Breaking Bad takes this symbolism and intricately

Secondly we move to Orange. Typically orange can highlight: warmth,

weaves it into its own visual foundation. In a 2012 interview with

encouragement and determination. In Breaking Bad it symbolises both

Indiewire creator and executive producer of Breaking Bad, Vince

comedy and danger. The Hazmat Suits in the meth lab are orange; this is

Gilligan, stated: "I want to do the colour timing for each of these

because they are heavily associated with the dangerous environment of a

episodes where you sit with the colourist and make sure that the colour

meth lab but are the attire often worn when darkly humorous events

of each individual scene is just the way you want it." The creators

occur (such as failing to efficiently dispose of a body turning into

ensured that each colour has its own impact in Breaking Bad; conveying

slapstick comedy in s4e1). Hank Schrader is the character most heavily

a symbolic meaning, cultural code and emphasising the relationships

related to Orange. This is because he acts as the primary threat to

between characters, with colours being altered if said characters are in

Heisenberg and his empire but also a source of comic relief and one

harmony or in conflict. To fully understand how colours in the show

liners.

conglomerate it is important to break them down individually.
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The next colour is the Primary Colour Yellow. Often associated with
cowardice, sickness and even happiness; yellow in Breaking Bad is the

The final colour that holds overarching importance is the Primary

predominant colour of the meth industry. Although Heisenberg's

Colour Blue. Typically denoting themes of sadness, freedom and

product has a distinct blue flare, yellow can be seen ingrained within the

loyalty; Blue in Breaking Bad represents loyalty, escape, sadness and

show's meth business. Gus dresses in a light yellow shirt (s2e11), Mexico

purity. The most apparent display of blue is Heisenberg's classic Blue

is tinted in a deep yellow hue (s3e1) and Jesse Pinkman (the character

Sky Meth (debuting in s1e6), which is 99.1% pure. Walt and Skyler dress

who acts as an introduction to the meth business for the audience in

in blue at Elliott's birthday party (s1e5) whilst everyone else is absorbed

s1e1) most frequently dresses in yellow clothing. The earliest signs of

in a monotonous beige and the most striking example of blue is used in

yellow correlating to the drug industry is when Walt is diagnosed (s1e1)

Skyler's fake suicide attempt in s5e4. Skyler is the character most

with terminal lung cancer. In the scene where he is informed his focus is

associated with the colour blue and this becomes apparent in this scene

directly on a bright yellow mustard stain, foreshadowing his future

as she is encompassed in the neon blue light of the swimming pool

indulgence into the world of meth and his alter ego Heisenberg.

emotion is conveyed entirely through colour. You feel her despondency,
her fear and her longing to break free from the warped idealism Walter

The following colour on the wheel is one of the most important to the

has formed for her.

storyline of Breaking Bad. This colour is Green. Often symbolic of
nature, life and envy; Green in Breaking Bad is a symbol of money, greed

If you consider the collective meaning of every colour in Breaking Bad

and change. The American Dollar, put on primary display (s5e8) on a

you can effectively digest and deconstruct each scene and the character's

bright red tarp is green and its importance is the core which Walt's spiral

emotional state and views on one another in them, even colours left

into making meth centres around. Furthermore, green symbolising

unmentioned here such as: Purple, Pink, Brown, Beige, Grey, Black and

change is exhibited when Jesse goes to rehab (s3e1) and dresses in

White all hold significance in telling Breaking Bad's complex story.

garishly green attire. Green is also used in cohesion with yellow on the

Overall, Breaking Bad remains fundamentally important in the history

Vamonos Pets covers (s5e3) to reflect the connection between meth and

of Television as one of the best pieces of media ever created and the

avarice, as well as the profit from cooking meth. Iconically, Walt wears a

ability to consistently rewatch and discover new layers of detail the

green shirt after killing Gus in s4e13, and along with his stoic and abrupt

showrunners have implemented allows it to hold up as a landmark in

statement "I won"; this use of green highlights his greed and desire to

movie making and character study.

control the Albuquerque meth business alongside his transformation
into a much more evil and corrupt man. Walt is typically the character
most associated with green as he undergoes a substantial transformation
throughout the course of the series, developing from an innocent man
into a vile meth kingpin.

and the Prince he manipulates Nina to become the black swan and is
Nina’s love interest for the film.

Life In The Lime Light
By Ruby Jewell
The Black Swan is a film which showcases the effects on a performer's
mental health whilst being in the public eye. The movie begins with
Nina Sayers, an aspiring ballerina who dreams of having the main role in
the upcoming ballet recital of Swan Lake. She arrives at the ballet studio
and begins to dance in order to impress the instructor Thomas. The
ballet teacher is looking for dancers who embody his vision of Swan Lake
in which dancers can be both the white and black swan.
The traditional story of Swan Lake features the story of Odette (the
white swan) , a woman cursed to become a swan each day and return to
her human form at night by Rothbart the magician. She meets Prince

Following the assessment Nina is considered for the lead role as she can
expertly dance as the white swan as she has a child-like perception of the
world, as she is kept this way by her overprotective mother. But she is
told she needs to show both sides the black and the white. Nina has to
prove that she can perform the black swan. However this is the catalyst
for a downward spiral for Nina. She starts to feel the pressure initially
with some of the girls writing a rude word on the bathroom mirror in
lipstick by accusing her of starting a relationship with Thomas.
Following this she begins to hallucinate seeing injuries on her body and
hearing feathers flapping from nowhere. Nina’s mental health begins to
impact her everyday life as she continues to struggle differentiating what
is reality and what is not.

Siegfried who has promised to declare his undying love for her at the ball
in order to break the spell. The royal ball begins with a woman similar to
Odette arriving next to Rothbart, the prince is entranced by her and he
promises to marry her. It was a trick as the
mystery woman is Odile the evil twin,
Rothbart’s daughter, the black swan. By
promising his love to Odile, Odette is betrayed
and doomed to remain a swan forever. To
prevent this fate Odette ends her life leaving
the Prince heartbroken. The story of Swan
Lake’s characters are parallels to each of the
characters in the Black Swan, Nina is Odette
she is innocent and pure, Lily is Odille,
Thomas meanwhile represents both Rothbart

Later the pressures of the role continue to weigh on Nina’s mind with
her arguments with her mother to avoid this conflict , Lily, her rival,
invites Nina to a nightclub. The nightclub gets out of control and Nina
returns home drunk whilst experiencing another hallucination. The
following morning Nina awakes to find that her mother has called the
theatre to say that Nina was sick as her mother feels that the role is
heavily impacting on Nina. “This role might destroy you”.
runs away to perform on stage.

Nina
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feathers and birds are also present. Black Swan is a cautionary tale of
The performance proceeds well until Nina is dropped by her dance

putting too much pressure on artists and the pressures they put on

partner, Nina is blamed as it is somehow her fault that she was dropped.

themselves. Even the most confident people may need support with

Nina goes to her dressing room to prepare for the next scene ‘the dance

mental health and we should reach out for help if we need it.

of the black swan’, she finds Lily in her room trying to take her place as
the black swan. Nina fights Lily and impales Lily onto a mirror shard.
Nina then changes into her black swan outfit to begin to dance. This is
when the Black Swan arrives as Nina undergoes a horrifying
transformation in which her hands and chest become feathers and her
feet resemble a swans.
After her successful performance as the black swan, she returns to the
greenroom but she cannot find Lily. At that moment a knock is heard at
the door Lily congratulates her on Nina on her dance. This confuses
Nina as they just had a confrontation earlier but everything seems fine
with Lily. Nina realises that it was not Lily that she impaled but herself.
Nina knows that she does not have much time left, she finishes the ballet
triumphantly before passing away due to her injuries.
The Black Swan is a film which features themes such as; adulthood,
duality, coming of age and childishness. Meanwhile symbols such as

Psychology tells us that colours relate to people differently and we

The misconception of the colour
green
By Ellie Holmes

shouldn’t listen to what society tells us they mean as we should have the
freedom to relate to green however we want.
Green to me means peace and tranquillity.
Green to my sister means success and fortune.

Green with envy. What does that mean?

Green to my dad is motivation.

Research in colour psychology suggests that colours can evoke

Three different people see green differently.

psychological responses. They can be triggered by the intensity or shade

Doesn’t that tell us something about how we should think individually

of a colour.

and not follow the herd mentality of modern day society.

For many people, the colour green relates to lush green fields, trees and

Green should be whatever you want it to be!

nature. Green is often described as tranquil and refreshing.
For others it can show wealth and luck. It can be seen as a successful
colour. It can create optimism in a person's life.
The phrase green with envy is widely used to describe jealousy. It is used
as imagery in many novels, such as Shakespeare’s Macbeth.
However, the misconception of the colour green is that everyone views it
the same. Colours are relative. Not one person will see a colour the same
as another person. Therefore no one will perceive a colour the same. So
why do we connote colours with emotions?
Society tells us that green means jealousy but red means anger. Yellow is
happy but blue is sad.

run co-produced by a team of young leaders and the Portsmouth Youth

Are you feeling Blue?
By Ruby Jewell
On the 25th March 2022 a
handful of students from
Portsmouth College and other
educational settings within the
city of Portsmouth gathered
together to discuss mental
health support in schools. This
was a conference of over 50
young people, educators and
professionals .
The event was organised by Portsmouth Members of Youth Parliament
to have the voices of young people heard in Portsmouth. The day was

Parliament Team, supported by Portsmouth Education Partnership,
Portsmouth City Council, Unloc and Solent NHS Trust.
The schools and colleges involved students from: Redwood Park,
Miltoncross Academy, Priory, St Edmunds, Charter Academy,
Portsmouth Grammar School, Trafalgar and Portsmouth College. The
event aimed to highlight the importance of mental health in young
people in the city. The day began with the arrivals and signing in of the
students of the discussed schools which was followed by a moving
debate. The moving debate involved moving people around the room
depending on how far they agreed or disagreed with statements made
about mental health in school. These questions asked whether the
young people knew what mental health is, whether the young people
discussed the importance of mental health and knowing if there are
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resources available to support young people's mental health. For the

The most crucial part of the day had these solutions being put forward

next activity the schools were split into mixed groups.

to the decision makers from the local authority: the Children's
Commissioner, the head of Admiral Lord Nelson School , Councillor

The activity involved designing a healthy city of what Portsmouth

Suzy Horton and Hayden Ginns . A Q&A (Question & Answer) was

should look like to provide young people with the best possible mental

held which allowed young people to ask questions to the decision makers

health, this included green spaces, safe public spaces and sensory animal

and get the important information answered. What was learnt was that

centres. This was also expanded to educational environments such as

there will be funding to people who need mental health support going

creative writing environments, issuing timeout cards and making calm

forward and additional funding to current organisations which provide

areas. Next the groups came together to discuss what were the top four

support already such as Kooth and CAMHS.

areas that everybody agreed on.
https://www.kooth.com/
The schools identified as providing exemplary mental health support

https://www.solent.nhs.uk/our-services/services-listings/child-and-adole

included Trafalgar and St Edmunds. Mental health ambassadors of St

scent-mental-health-camhs-portsmouth/

Edmunds and Trafalgar gave a brief ten minute presentation on how
their schools support students with balancing mental health and
coursework. After lunch the four most consistent points from earlier in
the day were used to create four solutions in order to make these
adjustments feasible.

A blossoming flower in the dead of winter’s frosts,

Purple Kaleidoscope
By Chelsea Lazarov
Constantly surrounded by a kaleidoscope of colours,
But you were my purple,
Unassuming; a gorgeous lavender,
Turbulent; a deep indigo,
Every shade was my favourite.
But you can tire from a single colour,
New variations became a new flavour of boring,
Orchid, amethyst, mauve, grape,
Unique; exhausting,
Then for her,
You became every colour in every shade,

Impossible to understand, harder still to ignore,
She painted you in ways I could never even imagine,
Until the colours on the page blurred,
Tears collecting paint into the purple I once knew.

